
 

 

S2 Distance Scheme of Learning 

The lessons from Oak National Academy, have embedded 

quiz and exit tickets for students to check their 

understanding. 

 

Data and Analysis 

Find the mean, median, mode and range from a list of 

numbers 

Stem and leaf diagrams 

Pie charts (interpreting) 

Probability as a fraction 

Scatter Graphs 

 

Number problems/Number Facts & Order of operation 

BODMAS 

Factors (Finding factor pairs) 

Multiples (LCM) 

Primes 

LCM & HCF 

 

Negative Numbers 

Adding negative numbers 

Subtracting negative numbers 

Multiplying/Dividing 

  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/find-the-mean-median-mode-and-range-from-a-list-of-numbers-chhker
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/find-the-mean-median-mode-and-range-from-a-list-of-numbers-chhker
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/stem-and-leaf-diagrams-6gr3je
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/interpret-pie-charts-ccr6ad
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/representing-probability-71gk0r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/plot-a-scatter-graph-and-describe-correlation-6nh6ce
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/order-of-operations-ctk3et
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/factor-pairs-61k3cd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/lowest-common-multiple-6gwp8e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/lowest-common-multiple-6gwp8e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/prime-numbers-65j38e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/simple-lcm-and-hcf-68r66t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/further-addition-6rwk2t?step=2&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-negative-numbers-75gk4e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-negative-numbers-75gk4e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/multiply-and-divide-directed-numbers-c9j62c


 

 

Decimals 

Add/Subtract decimals 

Multiply/Divide by 10,100,1000 

Multiply by multiples of 10,100,1000 

Divide by multiples of 10,100,1000 (Youtube video) 

Multiply a decimal by a decimal 

Divide a decimal by a decimal 

Rounding decimals_part 1 

Round decimals_part 2 

Rounding to a particular significant figure 

 

Fractions 

Equivalent Fractions  

Fractions of Quantity  

Change between improper/mixed fractions_part 1 

Change between improper/mixed fractions_part 2 

Add/Subtract Fraction same denominator  

Add/Subtract Fractions different denominator   

Adding mixed fractions 

Subtracting mixed fractions 

Multiple a fraction by another fraction 

Divide a fraction by a fraction 

 

  

https://teachers.thenational.academy/lessons/add-and-subtract-decimals-c4rpcd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/multiply-and-divide-by-10-100-and-1000-involving-decimals-64wk6r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/short-multiplication-c8v64c
https://youtu.be/38IInrkv9kg
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/multiplication-of-two-decimals-6hh3gt
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/decimal-divided-by-decimal-cgu34c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/rounding-decimals-part-1-70r6at?step=2&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/rounding-decimals-part-1-70r6at?step=2&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/rounding-decimals-part-2-74rkgc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/round-up-to-three-significant-figures-68w66e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/round-up-to-three-significant-figures-68w66e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/equivalent-fractions-chk6ar
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fraction-of-an-amount-6ctp4t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/improper-fractions-part-1-c4tkac
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/improper-fractions-part-2-64upad
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fractions-adding-fractions-with-the-same-denominator-c9k3jc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/fractions-adding-fractions-with-the-same-denominator-c9k3jc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/adding-and-subtracting-fractions-less-1-75gp8r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/adding-mixed-numbers-6mu3jc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-mixed-numbers-6xk32e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/multiplying-a-fraction-by-a-fraction-71hk8c?step=1&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/dividing-a-fraction-by-a-fraction-65hk2c?step=1&activity=video


 

Percentages 

Percentages on a number line 

Converting to decimals 

Converting from fractions to percentages 

Percentages of amount 

Percentages of amount (Part 2) 

Decimal Multipliers 

Increase by a percentage 

Decrease by a percentage 

 

Area, Perimeter & Volume 

Converting units-length 

Perimeter (revision) 

Area of square/rectangle (revision) 

Area of a triangle 

Composite Areas 

Volume of cube/cuboid 

Unit conversion (grams & kilograms) 

 

Extension 

Area of parallelograms  

Parts of a circle 

Circumference of a circle 

Area of a circle 

 

 

 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/percentages-on-a-number-line-cru6at
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/converting-to-decimals-cmvp8d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/converting-from-fractions-to-percentages-c4v3jd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/percentages-of-amount-6nj68r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/percentages-of-amount-part-2-c9j66c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/decimal-multipliers-64w3et
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/increase-by-a-percentage-69h68c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/decrease-by-a-percentage-70ukjd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/converting-between-units-of-length-cgr32e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/converting-between-units-of-length-cgr32e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-calculate-perimeters-of-2d-shapes-in-cm-and-mm-cnj3ae?from_query=2d+shape
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/calculate-the-area-of-rectangles-cgupcc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/area-of-triangles-6cwkar
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/rectilinear-shapes-6wr34r?step=2&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/rectilinear-shapes-6wr34r?step=2&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/cuboids-cdjpae
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/converting-between-units-of-metric-mass-6ww38d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/area-of-parallelograms-6wup2e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/parts-of-a-circle-cmwp8d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/circumference-of-a-circle-6cu6cd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/area-of-a-circle-6ww3ge


 

 

Whole Number 

Adding two 3-digit numbers (regrouping in multiple columns) 

Subtracting 3-digit numbers (regrouping tens to ones)  

Subtracting 3-digit numbers (regrouping hundreds to tens) 

Subtracting 3-digit numbers (regrouping in multiple 

columns) 

Solving addition and subtraction word problems 

Solving word problems with unknown values 

Understanding multiplication can be completed in any order 

Using bar models to represent known times tables 

Understanding that multiplication and division are inverse 

operations 

Using the inverse operation to find missing numbers 

Recalling multiplication and division facts 

Using factors and products to solve division problems 

Solving correspondence problems 

Using doubles to multiply 

Using ten times greater for known times tables 

Using bar models to represent word problems 

Consolidating multiplication and division knowledge (Part 2) 

 

  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/adding-two-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-in-multiple-columns-74u3ce
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-tens-to-ones-cgwk8t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-hundreds-to-tens-c9h66t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-in-multiple-columns-74rkce
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-3-digit-numbers-regrouping-in-multiple-columns-74rkce
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/solving-addition-and-subtraction-word-problems-6mw3ct
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/solving-word-problems-with-unknown-values-cgtpcd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-multiplication-can-be-completed-in-any-order-68rp6c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/using-bar-models-to-represent-known-times-tables-6tj62e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-that-multiplication-and-division-are-inverse-operations-61gk0r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/understanding-that-multiplication-and-division-are-inverse-operations-61gk0r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/using-the-inverse-operation-to-find-missing-numbers-cgt32c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/recalling-multiplication-and-division-facts-cmwk0d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/using-factors-and-products-to-solve-division-problems-cmtp4e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/solving-correspondence-problems-cgt6ae
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/using-doubles-to-multiply-cdjkcr
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/using-ten-times-greater-for-known-times-tables-c4t68e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/using-bar-models-to-represent-word-problems-70r30c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/consolidating-multiplication-and-division-knowledge-part-2-cdhk0t


Algebra 

Algebraic expressions 

Collecting like terms 

Distributivity and expanding 

Factorising expressions 

Forming and exploring equations 

Exploring equality 

Inequalities 

Further inequalities 

Perimeter expressions 

Perimeter inequalities 

Counting strategies 

Growing tree patterns 

 

Time 

DST calculations 

Covert hours and minutes into decimal time (Youtube video) 

 

Linear patters 

Find the term to term rule 

More complicated patterns 

 

Ratio & proportion 

Simplifying ratios 

Divide a quantity in a given ratio 

Direct proportion 

 

 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/algebraic-expressions-71gp2t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/collecting-like-terms-6tgk8r
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/distributivity-and-expanding-cmr36t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/factorising-expressions-cmw62e
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/forming-and-exploring-equations-70r3gr
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/exploring-equality-60rkac
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/inequalities-6ngkjc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/further-inequalities-70wp2c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/perimeter-expressions-6mv3jt
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/perimeter-inequalities-cctkjt
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/counting-strategies-crtk0t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/growing-tree-patterns-75h62t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/calculating-speed-distance-and-time-6mrkje?step=2&activity=video
https://youtu.be/2_Iyn4EfBMw
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/finding-the-term-to-term-rule-6mwkgd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-nth-term-rule-position-to-term-for-arithmetic-sequences-65h3gr
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/simplifying-ratios-69jk8t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/divide-a-quantity-in-a-given-ratio-c9jkgd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-rule-of-four-cgu64r


 

Extension 

Indirect proportion 

 

Angles/Scale Drawing 

Recognise right angles 

Recognise acute and obtuse angles 

Angles in a triangle 

Calculating angles within a shape 

Alternate angles 

Finding unknown angles_vertically opposite & more 

Scale Factor & enlarging objects 

Constructing Triangles 

 

Extension 

Find missing angles in quadrilaterals 

Bearings & compass points 

Bearings on a coordinate grid 

Bearings using angle facts 

 

Wages & Salaries 

Hourly rate/overtime (Youtube video) 

Exchange rate 

Savings 

 

  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/inverse-proportion-74u38t?step=2&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/recognise-right-angles-6hj3jr
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/recognise-acute-and-obtuse-angles-cgr34d
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/find-missing-angles-in-a-triangle-6cvk4t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/alternate-angles-c4t3cd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/finding-unknown-angles-6gt3ce
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/enlarge-an-object-with-a-positive-scale-factor-c4v3gc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/construct-triangles-6dk3ec
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/find-missing-angles-in-a-quadrilateral-6gukar
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/bearings-and-compass-points-c8r34c
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/bearings-on-the-cartesian-plane-69j30t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/bearings-with-angle-facts-cdjpad
https://youtu.be/v6KJ-HGyB8A
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/conversion-rates-ccwkjc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/savings-6gtk0c


 

 

 

Extension Topics 

 

Scientific Notation 

Changing small & large numbers into scientific notation 

 

Pythagoras 

Square & cube numbers 

Square & cube roots 

Find the hypotenuse/short side 

 

Straightline 

Find the gradient 

Intro into y=mx + c 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/sorting-large-numbers-6nk3gc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/square-and-cube-numbers-6hjp8t
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/square-roots-and-cube-roots-6nj64d?step=1&activity=video
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/generalising-pythagorass-theorem-cmw6cc
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/find-the-gradient-of-a-line-60wkjd
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/find-the-equation-of-a-straight-line-using-ymxc-60u3gr?step=1&activity=video

